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Happy 2021: Quality EMC to all
to better and timely
emergency medical care
(EMC). The policy seeks
to establish the nation’s
EMC systems and UHC
while prioritizing patient
care. 2020 took a toll on
all of us; here is to a year
of no more healthcare
discrimination, less
preventable untimely
deaths, and better EMC
hanks to the newly leadership.
developed Kenya
Emergency Medicine
Policy 2020-2030, we all
now have a guarantee
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FIRST AID FEATURE

---------------------------Happy 2021: Quality EMC
to all
---------------------------First Aid Feature
---------------------------Learn Hands Only CPR
---------------------------What to expect in the 2020
AHA guidelines
---------------------------#HumorMe
---------------------------No Oxygen? No pressure EMKF
to the rescue!
If you have an article you’d like
to share, send it to:
emkf@emkfoundation.org for a
chance to be featured here.

“... I heard from the 911 operator, how in 12 years
on the job, she has known of only 3 survivors of
cardiac arrest, including me. “
- Dr. Glaucomflecken
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In this issue

ardiac arrest strikes fast and without intervention
within six minutes, the chances of surviving or living
without permanent brain damage dwindle to nothing. But
CPR saves lives. Ask the very vocal but hilarious tweep, Dr.
Glaucomflecken, an ophthalmologist cum social media star
who survived a cardiac arrest in his sleep. #CPRSavesLives
https://bit.ly/3rXTDzm
Learn how to perform Hands-on CPR on the next page

www.emergencymedicinekenya.org/cpr

What to expect in the
2020 AHA guidelines
Image Source: The New York Times

T

he key issues and changes in the
2020 AHA guidelines to check
include the combination of adult BLS
and ACLS recommendations, enhanced
algorithms and visual aids to provide
easy-to-remember guidance for BLS and
ACLS resuscitation scenarios, reemphasis
on the importance of early CPR
initiation by lay rescuers, re-affirmation
and emphasis on early epinephrine
administration, and suggestions on the
use of real-time audiovisual feedback
to maintain CPR quality. Download the
document for more.

#HumorMe

“I have been a nurse for so long
that I triage my laundry and I
have decided none of it requires
immediate attention.”
- Nurse Penn
Nurse Penn is smart. Be like Penn
If you have a hilarious experience
with your patients you’d like to
share with us, send it to:
emkf@emkfoundation.org for a
chance to be featured here.

Emergency Talks, on EMC Policy
30th January 2021

www.emergencymedicinekenya.org/talks

NEWS FEATURE

No oxygen? No pressure- EMKF to the rescue!

C

ovid-19 outbreak revealed the severe lack of regular oxygen supply in over
30% of our healthcare facilities. Furthermore, where available, it’s not piped
hence only one patient is served a time by one tank. In response, EMKF through
its Oxygen Gas Manifold program is installing piped oxygen systems across the
nation. With the systems, a single tank can serve up to 10 patients simultaneously.
Learn more and consider to donate in support of this program.

Epilogue
Here is to you, you who no longer sets your alarm because your pager goes off waay
before it. Thank you for the good work and keep holding in there. You survived the
long uncertain hours in the wake of Covid-19 novelty last year. You will survive again.
#YouRock
Till next month, cheers.
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